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With the global growth story losing some of its shine, tariff-related
rhetoric increasing in volume and a populist government taking office in
Italy, investors opted for liquidity in early June.

Despite a packed schedule of first-tier releases, Tue, the Commons votes 
on (amendments to) the EU withdrawal bill and the govt could lose one 
of the key votes. Then what?

We’ve got the Fed shortly and I continue to favor a more aggressive 
stance, i.e. we get three more hikes this year.

The ECB Chief has a propensity to look for the 'dovish' thread … so
despite, in particular Praet's, comments last week, market pricing
remains cautious on a rate hike in a year's time.

The Euro is a fair outperformer in June so far (apart from vs the
Scandis), buoyed to an extent by the flurry of more hawkish ECB speak,

Given the ongoing monetary policy divergence between the Fed and
the RBNZ, an ‘upside-down’ situation is imminent.

Watch for the yield to clear -0.546 and return to February’s -0.473
peak. Place a protective stop under -0.684.

Sell into near term widening for a resumption of the long-term
narrowing trend. Stop and reverse on a break over 55.

Major Thailand equity indices such as the SET Index managed to 
emerge in relatively better shape compared to its peers

Over the last couple of weeks, the CBRT has exceeded market
expectations with its monetary policy tightening (+500bp rate hikes)
and ‘simplification’ measures, but …

The deterioration of China’s corporate bond default outlook has turned
investors increasingly worried about a potential spillover to other
sectors, such as the AMC or Asset Management Company sector.

Buy dips as we await a rally extension targeting 545.37, perhaps
550.30. Place a stop under to 521.79.
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Know The Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

With the global growth story losing some of its shine, tariff-related
rhetoric increasing in volume and a populist government taking office in
Italy, investors opted for liquidity in early June. Flows into all EPFR-
tracked Money Market Funds hit levels last seen in late October of
2013, with US Money Market Funds alone absorbing over $45 billion.
Investors did respond - cautiously - to some of the bright spots in the
global growth picture. US Equity Funds extended their longest inflow
streak since mid-4Q17 and China's 6% plus GDP growth also caught
their attention: flows into China Bond Funds climbed to their highest
level in over 17 months and China Equity Funds posted inflows for the
11th straight week.

While good news for some American asset classes, estimates that US
economic growth could hit an above-trend rate of around 4% during the
second quarter has reinforced predictions of three more US rate hikes
this year, with the next one later this month, and rekindled fears of
higher inflation. Flows into US Inflation Protected Bond Funds hit their
highest level since 4Q16 and Bank Loan Funds took in fresh money for
the 15th straight week but Global Bond Funds recorded their biggest
outflow in over two years and Emerging Markets Equity and Bond Funds
both extended their longest redemption streaks since 4Q16.

Overall, investors removed $5.4 billion from all EPFR-tracked Bond
Funds during the week ending June 6. Equity Funds absorbed a net
$898 million despite the sixth straight outflow in excess of $1 billion
from Dividend Equity Funds and over $55 billion flowed into Money
Market Funds.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, redemptions from High
Yield Bond Funds hit a 13-week high and Total Return Bond Funds

extended their longest run of outflows since 1Q16. France Equity Funds
saw money flow out for the seventh straight week, Austria Equity Funds
set a new weekly outflow record and Japan Bond Funds recorded their
25th consecutive outflow.

Investors continued to pour money into Technology Sector Funds during
the first week of June, and the recovery in their appetite for real estate
exposure moved up a gear, as they put the first quarter earnings season
behind them and looked ahead to the second half of the year.

With recent data suggesting that global growth may slip several
notches, EPFR-tracked Energy, Industrials, Infrastructure and Financial
Sector Funds all posted outflows during the week ending June 6.

Back to Index Page
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Trading Trade; Tax On, Tax Off

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

We’ve got the Fed shortly and I continue to favor a more aggressive
stance, i.e. we get three more hikes this year, so I see little relief with
this next move or solace from the anticipated, albeit tame, 0.2% gain
seen in CPI. This is all to say I expect yields to edge higher before
enticing much interest. It would take, I think, some good headline
shocker to reinvigorate a bullish mode and by definition that’s not
something we can anticipate.

Anyway, a conundrum continues. I refer, of course, to some recent data.
We saw Q1 Productivity slow down rather sharply, not a great thing for
stocks, and Compensation rise a nice 3.3% YoY. One could say that here
is evidence of wages finally perking up. Alas, there’s a flipside to said
coin in the form of ‘real’ compensation which slipped 0.2% for the
second quarter in a row and has been rather depressed for a while; after
inflation, incomes/wages aren’t doing especially well, and the Q1 data
isn’t the only thing telling us so. As long as the Fed and markets look at
the Unemployment Rate (UNR), expectations for inflationary-ish wage
gains will persist until they don’t. But as illustrated below, there are
other sides to consider. AND DO LOOK at the “In Other News” section
where I go over a Fed study on the ‘gig’ economy. It might help explain
why wage gains have been, and will remain, subdued.

Not that we needed more US debt, but Justin Lahart of the WSJ wins the
“Headline of the Week” award for his “Treasury Market Has a Senior
Moment Over Social Security” in a recent Heard on the Street column.
What’s going on is that the expenditures exceeded the income for the
first time since 1982 for a gap of $1.7 billion this year forcing it to raid
the trust fund. That gap will grow and tap the reserve to the tune of $3
trillion by 2034. What that’s relevant to our market is that the Feds
heretofore could tap the surplus with an IOU which was not included in

government borrowing calculations (although it should be).  Henceforth, 
the surplus, now a deficit, can’t be tapped and so Treasury has to find 
other sources like traditional issuance. 

Back to Index PageThis is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/91634/Ader_FI_musings_June_8.pdf
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Dovish Tendencies And The ECB

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor

The ECB Chief has a propensity to look for the 'dovish' thread … so
despite, in particular Praet's, comments last week, the market pricing
remains cautious on a rate hike in a year's time. 1-month EONIA in a
year is just over -26.5 bp indicating (with a Depo rate adjustment of
6bp) 7.5bp of tightening.

A reason for this might be an OIL illusion. The EURO 5-YEAR/5-YEAR
INFLATION SWAP has a decent correlation with movements in BRENT
CRUDE.

Looking at oil and actual INFLATION, the relationship is not as strong (for
instance headline CPI fell ahead of the 2014 oil price fall), but again
there is a tendency for a lagged directional relationship. The relationship
with core-CPI is much less tenuous, especially in recent times … but
there is evidence of periods co-movement although core-CPI has been a
tad volatile over the last year or so.

These relationships are not necessarily surprising. However, given the
ECB's target measure is the headline and the core level is having
trouble breaking above 1% y/y on a sustained basis – there maybe
reasoning for the ECB doves to maintain the wait-and-see approach.
Although, of the so-called Big 4, headline inflation is over 2% y/y in
Germany, France and Spain and expected to maintain this over the next
few months and Euro Area services inflation (a proxy for domestic
inflationary pressures) also quickened.

Wage pressures are also picking-up and heading towards growth of 2%
y/y – and wage growth is an important element of the ECB's inflation
outlook.

Continued p6
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Dovish Tendencies And The ECB – Cont’d

The Context

Back to Index Page

The ECB repeatedly talks about the Sustained Adjustment Path of
Inflation (SAPI criteria) as the main requirement to end assets
purchases. This is defined as convergence of CPI to 2% over the
medium-term, confidence in the convergence process and resilience to
withdrawing monetary support. Using oil, here is a risk the doves will
argue that SAPI criteria are yet to be attained.

Meanwhile, Staff Forecasts could offset (suggesting inflation will
converge to 2% in the medium-term) and the pick-up in wage growth
supports those in favour of tapering/ending-QE. An acknowledgement
of 'talks' will be taken as 'hawkish', although and talks are not the same
as coming to a collective decision which may leave the July meeting as
the more likely … but the ever looking to inject some dovishness Draghi
could also suggest that current market timing for a late 2019 rate hike –
currently September - is about right and as an institute. And, although
history should not always influence the present and future and get in
the way of policy, the ECB has a history of premature tightening …
which might just weigh on the minds of several Governing Council
members.
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The Eur Week - Bias Is Neutral

The Context

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief Europe FI Technical Analyst

Continued p8

The likes of the ZEW comes Tue and final May EZ CPI Fri, but it is Thu's
ECB policy meet that takes centre stage.

The Euro is a fair outperformer in Jun so far (apart from vs the Scandis),
buoyed to an extent by the flurry of more hawkish ECB speak, with
Praet intimating 'Jun is live' to announce a QE end. However, that does
not make up for an underwhelming quarter.

IGM note that since the crisis, central banks have had an aversion to
roiling markets via policy. So a question arises as to whether the ECB will
do the same and delay affirmation of a plan until Jul, in part hoping that
what is going on in Italy will have calmed, but also, there is a significant
risk that a collective plan will not be agreed. And then there is the
Bank's historical experience of tightening at the wrong time and Draghi's
propensity to find dovish ground. This leads to the high probability that
whenever an end-QE plan is announced, it will be laced with dovish
undertones anyway.

Here's what some of the big banks are thinking:

•ING - Look for the ECB to announce a further tapering and extension in
QE purchase (to Eur 10bln p/m for Q4), but still, trying to retain some
flexibility about end date. This could provide a modest lift for the Euro,
but in a strong Dollar environment, it's hard to see EUR/USD making it
much above 1.1850. First rate hike Sep 2019.

•BNP sees EUR/USD moving to 1.23 in 3M, cites ECB tightening policy as
main driver... Expects ECB to end QE in 2018 And to hike interest rates
by 20 bps each in June 2019 and December 2019.

•NORDEA says Jul slightly more likely for timing of an announcing QE's
end. Expects a tapering announcement to be packaged with dovish
guidance on rates (first hike Dec 2019) and some of the hawkish
positions taken ahead of the tapering announcement are likely to be
reversed after the fact.

•BOAML - Thanks to the US giant who say they expect an
announcement on QE this week, as cannot ignore Praet's speech. QE to
end in Dec, first depo hike in Sep 2019.

For Eur/Usd, clearly Jun rather than Jul would prove more bullish, but
could it really mean a sustained big 1.18+ break for 1.2000 towards
quarter's end? Even if they talk this month, we think there'd be enough
dovish forward guidance to keep gains in check and we see no range
break at this stage, although the techs picture does look a little more
positive.
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The Eur Week - Bias Is Neutral … Cont’d

The Context

•Extended the recovery from 1.1510 (29 May YTD low)

to reach last Thursday's 1.1840 high, ahead of bullish

consolidation.

•With studies improving, watch for an extension to

1.1909 (38.2% of 1.2555/1.1510 fall), above which

opens the tough 1.1996/1.2032 area (near 200 DMA -

1.2011).

•It would take a return below last Friday's 1.1727 low

and then 1.1653 (4/5 June lows) to caution for 1.1617

(1 June higher low), perhaps 1.1510.

RISK: Draghi centres on wage dynamics that cannot be overlooked. Does this prove the big Euro shot in the arm?

Back to Index Page
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The Gbp Week - Bias Is Bearish

The Context

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX

Horrific UK data to start the week, all far worse than forecast, a multi
month largest trade deficit of Gbp 14.0bln and an IP of -0.8% m/m vs
the 0.1% median. Gbp/Usd has already dropped almost half a cent in
response. This comes hot on the heels of last week's encouraging,
strong PMIs and hard data instead shows that the Q1 weather related
soft patch could well continue deep into Q2. It's a huge week for the UK
and Pound events wise. We also get:

• Tue: Employment/AWE:
• Wed: CPI: Wed:
• Thu: Retail Sales.

Some of these numbers are expected to come in positive and
if earnings in particular come in strong then the Pound's June low
1.3254 could yet hold.

We have been talking 1.3350/70 and the 200-hma as near-term pivot,
but in truth this looks a rough 1.3200/1.3500 market currently. To an
extent, data through the week should determined direction, but it
would take a batch of similar surprises today to threaten either of those
extremes.

AHEAD - Despite a packed schedule of first-tier releases, Tue, the
Commons votes on (amendments to) the EU withdrawal bill and the
govt could lose one of the key votes. Then what?

• Parliament to get a 'meaningful' say in a final Brexit deal could
theoretically lessen the chances of a Hard Brexit, which be Gbp
supportive.

• May is humiliated by defeat and splits grow wider in her govt,
putting another theory of Peak Corbyn to the test. Could this let in
labour?

Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.3200/1.3500.

Back to Index Page
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Turkish Fund Flows – Election risks repeat of 2015

The Context

By Chris Shiells, Managing Analyst Emerging Markets

Over the last couple of weeks, the CBRT has exceeded market
expectations with its monetary policy tightening (+500bp rate hikes) and
‘simplification’ measures, which saw the effective lending rate re-aligned
with the previous late liquidity window rate, which has finally helped
bring some stability to Turkish markets.

This was not enough to encourage investors back into Turkish Bond
Funds, which recorded their fifth weekly net outflow in six weeks, whilst
the rate hikes also saw investors turn their backs on Turkish Equity Funds,
which recorded small net outflows in the week that the BIST 100
officially entered a bear market.

We would argue that even with the above stability from the CBRT,
investors will not be flocking back to Turkish Funds due to the looming
24th June Presidential and Parliamentary elections, and the lack of policy
certainty that these bring.

We have long argued that Turkey’s problems lie beyond monetary policy -
the highest unemployment in 7-years at 13%, a diplomatic dispute with
the US, double digit inflation, fears of overheating and the large current
account deficit, not to mention the geopolitical instability in the region
and fears of trade wars escalation. This is all being brought to a head at
the elections, which could see President Erdogan cement his power, or if
it does not go according to his plan, see Turkey once again embroiled in
re-elections as was the case in 2015, when the AK Party failed to secure a
majority in parliament at the first vote in June, only for Erdogan to call re-
elections in November.

History could repeat itself, and looking at the graph below we can see
that during the 2015 election period Turkish Bonds and Equities suffered
significant outflows, that continued for nearly 6-months after the
November vote (EPFR data).

Since then the Lira has continued to slide vs the USD as Erdogan has
slowly turned Turkey away from economic liberalism and orthodoxy,
but the flows data shows that investors have largely ignored this shift
and pumped funds into Turkish markets since the beginning of 2017.
This sustained inflow has largely been driven by the high nominal yields
on offer in Turkish markets.

The unintended consequence of Erdogan’s calling of early elections, is
that instead of catching the opposition off guard, they have come
together to fight Erdogan. He is still the nation’s most popular politician
and is expected to win the Presidential Election, but the Parliamentary
Elections are much more open thanks to an alliance between three
opposition parties, whilst the Kurdish-dominated People’s Democratic
Party (HDP) is not part of the pact but has received support from its
rivals.

Continued p11
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Turkish Fund Flows – Election risks repeat of 2015 … Cont’d

The Context

Thus, there is a real possibility the AK party may struggle to secure a
parliamentary majority needed to secure a first round victory. According
to a handful of polls over the course of the month through to 23rd May,
Erdogan’s support was averaging around 46%, while the AKP averaged
44% and just about reaches 51% together with the average support of
the MHP, with whom it has formed an electoral pact. A parliamentary
majority could well go to the opposition parties, very much like the June
2015 election, and like then Erdogan has made it clear he will call for
snap, repeat legislative elections. All this would usher in a period of
increased uncertainty for the Turkish economy.

In fact, the wider allocation data of regional funds (see below) suggests

that Turkish markets, whilst seeing net inflows, has been receiving a

smaller share of the growing EM investor base since the last election.

Hence, a period of election uncertainty could drive a sustained outflow

from Turkish markets once again, as funds look elsewhere.

For those interested in the upcoming Turkish elections please look out for our Turkish Election Special that will be published later

this week. Contact christopher.shiells@informagm.com for more information

Japanese investors have continued to support Turkish assets in spite of
market tension; Japan-domiciled GEM Bond Funds still allocate ca. 8% of
assets to Turkish securities (vs ca. 5% average across global GEM bond
funds).

However, the chart above shows how Japan-based Bond Funds with a
mandate to invest in Turkey have seen significant net outflows YTD. This
tracks the Tokyo Financial Exchange figures of long TRY/JPY positioning,
which has slumped from record highs in March. As such, this looks like it
may be something of an inflection point for even the most steadfast of
foreign investor groups, so we will be keeping an eye on allocation data
over the coming months.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Weighing In On AMCs And P2P Lending As Outlook Worsens
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

May of this year was definitely a bad month for China's corporate bond
market, with China Energy Reserve and Chemicals Group Overseas
Capital, which is categorized as Central SOE, becoming the first offshore
credit default by a Chinese entity in 2018. Onshore, CEFC Shanghai also
failed to repay the interest and principal on a CNY2bn Short-Term
Commercial Paper, in what was believed to be the largest ever onshore
corporate bond default in China.

The deterioration of China’s corporate bond default outlook has turned
investors increasingly worried about a potential spillover to other
sectors, such as the AMC or Asset Management Company sector.
Here; besides Cinda, Huarong, Orient and Great Wall, which are the
largest ones, there are another 55 AMCs in China, which are smaller in
asset size.

However despite a potential surge in corporate defaults as funding
costs head higher, asset managers with AMCs have remained keen on
buying NPLs. As far as we are aware, NPL prices have risen as both the
number of buyers and the underlying value of collateral have increased.
Banks have been offloading NPLs at 50-60 cents on one yuan on
average this year with some portfolios fetching as much as 70-80 cents.
The prices have little relation to the industries where the borrowers
operate. The value is established through collateral and guarantees.
Most of the distressed assets acquired are then resold to private
investors who are keen to receive exposure to real estate collateral.
This was particularly evident in April and May because of a recovery of
both property prices and turnover in many cities.

Instead of seeking asset restructuring or a recovery, which can take up
to five years to complete, AMCs in general prefer to trade the NPLs in
the secondary market as P/L potential is more visible there. Trading
profit might have become an incentive for AMCs to buy NPLs without
caring too much about the asset quality.

Chart 1 shows that China AMCs have been under-performing China
banks in terms of credit spread since the beginning of this year,
suggesting investors are increasingly concerned about the former's
credit outlook.

Continued p13
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China Insight: Weighing In On AMCs And P2P Lending As Outlook Worsens … Cont’d

Compared to AMCs, P2P or Peer-To Peer platforms, which are involved
in direct lending, seem to be less worrisome. The brakes were
apparently stepped on the P2P industry, when in mid-December last
year, Beijing announced the registration requirement. The larger
operators slowed the business in order to be compliant on the latter
while quite a lot of weak ones simply shut down. This change seems to
be the primary reason for a surge of default rates suffered by the
industry in Q4 as individual borrowers deliberately refused to repay the
loans in anticipation of a potential shutdown of some platforms.
Despite that, the outstanding loan balance is still near to the record
high of over CNY1200bn (chart 2).

In the end, an expert expects that only around 700 platforms, out of the
existing some 1870, to stay in the industry upon the completion of
registration. Those who are familiar with the P2P industry are not very
concerned about the credit quality. Some of them are confident that
the loan approval rate (reflected in transaction volume), at 40-60% after
a fall in Q1 this year (chart 3), can rebound moderately in summer.

Back to Index Page
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US Fed Rate To Overtake NZ’s But Stage Set For Longer Term Reversal Play
By, Woon Tian Yong, Fundamental Analyst

The US Federal Reserve has come a long way after hiking its benchmark
interest rate back in March, which marked its 6th such hike since the
global financial crisis. Since then, the US Fed funds target rate has
shared the seat with the RBNZ's OCR of the highest overnight
benchmark rates amongst the central banks of the FX majors.

However, given the ongoing monetary policy divergence between the
Fed and the RBNZ, where the former is on track to deliver yet another
interest rate hike in June while the latter persists with its lack of
hurriedness to raise the Official Cash Rate (OCR), the Fed is set to find
itself lonely at the top as its overnight benchmark rate passes that of the
RBNZ’s.

A materialization of such an "upside down" outcome would be a
peculiar situation here the US Fed has a higher overnight benchmark
rate than the central banks of traditional "carry currencies" such as the
AUD and NZD. The last time such an "upside down" scenario occurred
was the brief period between June 1999 to April 2000, caused by the
Fed hiking its the Fed Funds earlier than the Antipodean central banks
(RBA/RBNZ) just before the dot-com crisis unraveled. Regardless, while
the near-to-mid-term prospects of "carry" currencies like the AUD and
the NZD are set to be further sullied with their previously held appeal of
relative "carry" set to be further lost to the USD, a longer-term reversal
play is slowly coming to life.

One can start with an assessment of the current stage of the US Fed's
policy normalization cycle to see the imminent death of the multi-year,
USD/UST yield-favouring "monetary policy divergence" trade. Drawing
references from the Fed's latest available "dot plot" from March, one
can infer that the Fed's own take of its "neutral rate" or equilibrium
interest rate is between 2.75% and 3.00% when using their "Longer
Term" rate forecast as a proxy.

The estimation of the neutral rate has varied inputs though, with the
Fed's Kaplan seeing it at 2.5-3% (from 15 May comments) while the
Fed's Williams and Bostic estimate it at 2.5% (from 2 May, 15 May and
2 June comments).

Continued p15
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US Fed Rate To Overtake NZ’s But Stage Set For Longer Term Reversal Play … Cont’d

Regardless, by extrapolating the "neutral rate" from the Fed's March
"dot plot" of between 2.75% to 3.00% onto the US Fed's current target
upper bound of its Fed funds target rate of 1.75%, we are looking at just
3 to 4 more interest rate hikes (of 25 basis points each) beyond the likely
one in June before we reach a "neutral" policy setting. Bear in mind that
the Fed is easily able to deliver 3 to 4 interest rate hikes in a single year if
it wants to.

Further, while Fed rate hikes beyond a "neutral" setting cannot be ruled
out, it is deemed for any monetary policy "tightening" phase introduced
by the Fed to be less protracted than the combined "normalization" and
"tightening" phases in waiting by both the RBA and the RBNZ. This hints
at a latent grand reversal in favour of Antipodean currencies and yields
as the "monetary policy divergence" trade flips over, which would likely
bring the return of "carry".

An alternate angle from which to view the imminent grand reversal in
favour of Antipodean currencies would be from implied rate hike
probabilities, which tend to share high correlations with currency pair
moves. Whilst the spread between the OIS-implied probabilities for
RBA/RBNZ rate hikes and those of the Fed are hovering precariously
close to their floor of -100%, which highlights the presently dismal
state of things for the Antipodes in the central bank space, this
impresses the potential for a grand longer-term contrarian trade idea
for said spread to reverse towards 0% or even 100% in the not-so-
near future.

On this note, while ongoing monetary policy divergence may still yet
favour the USD/UST yields over Antipodean currencies and yields, the
(potential) imminent end of the Fed's monetary policy normalization
cycle gives rise to a grand reversal trade idea for the future.

Back to Index Page
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Thailand In Better Stead To Emerge As One Of The Few Gems In EM Asia
By Woon Tian Yong, Fundamental Analyst

Thailand equities, like those of many other EM Asian economies, have
been the subject of selloffs of late on the back of rising crude oil prices
and US yields. These recent equity selloffs have been particularly
pronounced for EM Asian economies suffering from "twin deficits" (both
fiscal/current accounts) such as India and Indonesia which, in
Indonesia's case, saw such persistent capital outflows that its central
bank (Bank Indonesia) had to step in to hike its benchmark interest rate
twice in just two weeks in a bid to stem said outflows.

For Thailand, its share of capital flight manifested in the form of a
protracted bout of equity selloffs by foreign investors seen since late
January this year, with the value of said selling having already
snowballed to close to THB 150,000 million on a year-to-date and
cumulative basis. However, major Thailand equity indices such as the
SET Index managed to emerge in relatively better shape compared to its
peers such as the Jakarta Composite Index (JCI) over the period due to
persistent buying seen by Thailand's local institutional and retail
investors.

To add, EPFR fund flows data reveal that despite the recent pressure on
EM Asia markets in the face of increasingly unfavourable US yields and
crude oil prices, Thailand equity funds continued to see steady weekly
net inflows, with said net weekly inflows registered for 77%, or 17 out
of the 22 weeks we have seen this year. Further, Thailand equity funds
actually managed to stage a turnaround to clock positive cumulative
year-to-date inflows sometime earlier in March this year, EPFR data
shows.

Continued p17
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Thailand In Better Stead To Emerge As One Of The Few Gems In EM Asia … Cont’d

Looking past the recent headwinds, it is not hard to see why Thailand
remains a favourable place for investors. Unlike some other EM Asia
economies, where their central banks are pressured to hike benchmark
rates in a bid to stem capital outflows and/or to keep inflation in check,
the Bank of Thailand does not face the same pressing issues given its
strong current account position and its still-low inflation readings.
Unlike India or Indonesia, Thailand does not suffer from a "twin
deficits" issue given its consistently positive current account readings,
which makes the economy less of a target for capital outflows relative
to its worse-off EM Asia peers.

Also, while Thailand's latest headline inflation reading picked up to
1.49%, which registered as a 16-month high, said inflation reading still
falls far from the Bank of Thailand's (BoT) upper threshold of its 1-4%
target range with no sudden sharp spikes in Thailand's inflation deemed
likely to occur in the near-term. These, coupled with the fact that
Thailand's domestic demand is still deemed to have some way to go
before a BoT rate hike is justified, accommodative monetary policy is
looking set to persist for the economy, which tends to be a broad
underpin for Thailand's stocks and bonds. The continued unravelling of
the global growth story also acts as an additional incentive for investors
to return to the Thailand space, given how Thailand has been, and will
likely continue to be a beneficiary of strengthening global demand.

With that said though, latent risks persist with regards to imminent
political uncertainties surrounding the next Thai general elections
(currently scheduled to occur by February 2019) and the potential re-
escalation of trade protectionism, though these issues may only be
revisited with more scrutiny at a later time.

Per our in house technical analyst, Clarence Poh, we do not expect
Thailand’s SET stock index to fall below the 1600 handle.

• The SET’s tepid 3-wave fall has barely retraced 21.4% of the Jan
2016-Feb 2018, 1220.96-1852.51 advance and yet the 14-week RSI is
already reaching the lower side 40%/90% bull market thresholds.

• Bullish divergence also reveals the innocuous nature of this pullback
despite the break of the 2+ year bull channel support near 1728.

• A potentially strong support is noted at the Fibonacci confluence
zone of 1614.34/1611.26 (1.5 projection/38.2% retracement) and
the 100-week MA now at 1625.82.

• As yet, an enduring recovery might not happen until the 14-week RSI
clears its 45-week MA near 62% and this would set the stage for
Fibonacci 1.618 projection at 1891.35 (Jan 2014-Feb 2015, 1205.44-
1619.77 wave from Jan 2016 1220.96 low).

Back to Index Page
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US 2v10Yr Yield Spread – Fresh Narrowing Favoured Whilst 55 Caps
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Narrowing from 79 (2018 high – 12 Feb)
stalled as it ran into an 18yr rising trendline,
prompting consolidation.

• Some bull daily divergence is noted, but while
55 caps any s-term corrective gains, watch for
fresh narrowing.

• Longer term studies are negatively aligned
and below 40/43 (recent low/trendline) risks
new 11yr lows.

• Support is pegged at 35 then 27, which lies
close to a long term equality projection at 29
(1x 267/118 off 178).

• Only widening above 55 would avert the
current downside threat, signal completion of
a 2½mth base and allow additional near term
gains towards minor lower highs at 60/65.

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near term widening for a resumption of
the long-term narrowing trend. Stop and
reverse on a break over 55.

Resistance Levels 

R5 71 4½ year falling trendline, near 76.4% retrace of 79/40 narrowing at 70 
R4 65 5/6 March 2018 highs, near 61.8% retrace of 79/40 narrowing 
R3 60 21 March 2018 high and 50% retrace of 79/40 narrowing 
R2 55 26 April/18 May 2018 highs and 38.2% retrace of 79/40 narrowing 
R1 49 23/24/30 May 2018 highs 

Support Levels 

S1 40 2018 low – 31 May, just below an 18yr rising trendline at 43 
S2 35 18 September 2007 low 
S3 27 27 August 2007 low, near equality of 267/118 off 178 at 29 
S4 22 1.382 projection of 294/117 from 267 
S5 16 3 August 2007 low 
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Schatz Yield – Awaits A Return To February’s -0.473 peak 
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Channelled up from the 2017 record low at -
0.958 to reach -0.473 (2018 peak - 20 Feb)
ahead of a dramatic three-wave correction to
-0.807 (29 May spike low).

• The market has since rebounded strongly to
retrace just over 61.8% of the -0.473/-0.807
fall and with daily studies improving, watch
for tests of -0.546 (15 May lower high, near
76.4% retrace).

• A clearance would then re-open the -0.473
YTD high, perhaps 15½ month rising channel
resistance at -0.435 .

• Only a failure to regain -0.546 and/or a return
below -0.684 (31 May low) would caution and
signal extended consolidation over -0.807 as
we await a resumption of the broader yield
recovery.

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for the yield to clear -0.546 and return to
February’s -0.473 peak. Place a protective stop
under -0.684.

Resistance Levels 

R5 -0.368 12 January 2016 lower high 
R4 -0.435 15½ month rising channel resistance 
R3 -0.473 2018 peak – 20 February, near 10 March 2016 lower high at -0.446 
R2 -0.497 20 April 2018 lower high 
R1 -0.546 15 May 2018 high, near 76.4% retrace of -0.473/-0.807 fall 

Support Levels 

S1 -0.651 5 June 2018 low 
S2 -0.684 31 May 2018 low 
S3 -0.807 29 May 2018 higher low, near 15½ month rising channel support at -0.803 
S4 -0.875 18 April 2017 higher low 
S5 -0.958 2017 low – 24 February 
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CRB Raw Industrials Index – Awaits A Rally Extension To 545.37/550.30
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
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• Resumes the long-term uptrend from the
recent 516.20 corrective low (also a 30½mth
rising trendline).

• Constructive daily-monthly studies suggest
fresh tests of the 2018 peak at 529.14 (posted
8 March).

• A clearance would confirm 516.20 as a
significant higher low and signal an extension
of the uptrend.

• Initial scope is seen to 533.47/538.34 (June
2014 highs), above which opens 2013/2012
peaks at 545.37/550.30.

• Only below 521.79 (4 June low) then the
30½mth rising trendline at 519.48 would
caution and re-open 516.20.

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy dips as we await a rally extension targeting
545.37, perhaps 550.30. Place a stop under to
521.79.

Resistance Levels 

R5 550.30 2012 peak – 3 February 
R4 545.37 2013 peak – 1 February, near the 2014 peak – 29 April at 544.78 
R3 538.34 10 June 2014 high 
R2 533.47 23 June 2014 lower high 
R1 529.14 2018 peak – 8 March 

Support Levels 

S1 521.79 4 June 2018 low, near the 30½ month rising trendline at 519.48 
S2 516.20 15 May 2018 low, near 38.2% retrace of the 495.53/529.14 rally at 516.30 
S3 512.34 50% retrace of 495.53/529.14 rally, near H&S target (513.12) and 200DMA (515.36) 
S4 508.37 61.8% retrace of 495.53/529.14 rally 
S5 501.72 24 November 2017 former high, near 76.4% retrace of 495.53/529.14 rally at 503.46 
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